Précis
Usage of iPhone application improves accuracy in defining symptom level, communication between patients and providers, and treatment of Hyperemesis Gravidarum for both patient and providers.

Abstract
Introduction: Hyperemesis Gravidarum (HG), severe nausea and vomiting in pregnancy, occurs in up to 2% of pregnancies, leads to significant weight loss, prolonged malnutrition and dehydration, and is associated with both maternal and fetal morbidity. Patients with HG often need help monitoring their care due to being ill throughout pregnancy. We created a mobile application to help HG patients track their symptoms and medications with the objective of improving care and communication.

Methods: The study was performed at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). Patients were invited to participate in the study at their doctor visit at UCLA and/or through social media. Interested participants were asked to use an iPhone app to record symptoms, intake, and medications for 7 days prior to their next prenatal appointment. Copies of data were given to their provider, and both the patient and provider completed an app success survey at the appointment. Feedback was requested from both the patient and provider on the App’s effectiveness for defining symptom level, improving communication, and improving treatment of HG, as well as any suggestions for improvements for the HG Care App.

Results: Thirty-six patients participated in symptom tracking and provided feedback, and 6 providers gave feedback on the App. Data analysis showed that patients felt positive about the App’s ability to accurately define symptom levels (92%), improve communication (66%), and improve care (61%). Providers unanimously thought the HG Care App was accurate in defining symptom levels and was useful in improving communication, and most (67%) found it useful in improving care. Common feedback regarding the App included: being tedious to fill out (22%), being able to more easily explain symptoms to one’s provider (14%), and adding a daily reminder to input symptoms in future versions (11%).

Discussion: A majority of both patients and providers are proponents of using the HG mobile application for accurately defining symptom levels and improving quality of care and communication. Users requested improvements to App UI, and additional features be included in future versions. Results indicate that mobile apps have potential to be effective tools towards treating HG and severe NVP.
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Quick Points

- An iPhone app, “HG Care App,” was developed to improve accuracy in defining symptom levels of Hyperemesis Gravidarum (HG), communication between providers and patients with HG, and treatment of HG.
- Patients were asked to use the HG Care App to record data regarding symptoms, medication, and other factors in anticipation of an upcoming prenatal visit, after which patients and providers rated their experience using the App.
- Feedback from both patients and providers who filled out survey shows that App helped with accuracy of diagnosis, treatment, and improved communication between patients and providers.
- The HG Care App can have positive effects in the overall treatment of HG

Introduction

Nausea and vomiting of pregnancy (NVP) affects between 50-90% of all pregnant women [1]. Hyperemesis Gravidarum (HG), the most severe form of NVP, occurs in 0.3-2% of pregnancies and leads to significant weight loss, malnutrition, dehydration, electrolyte imbalance, and ketonuria [2,3]. HG is commonly associated with maternal morbidity such as Wernicke’s encephalopathy, [4] renal and liver function abnormalities, [5,6] esophageal rupture, [7] and post-partum post-traumatic stress [8]. HG is also associated with a 4-fold increased risk of adverse fetal outcome including low birth weight, intrauterine growth restriction, preterm delivery, fetal and neonatal death, and a 3-fold increased risk of neurodevelopmental delay in children [9,10]. Therapeutic terminations occur in as many as 15% of women and maternal deaths still occur in extreme cases [11,12]. Thus, there is a critical need to better manage patients in order to reduce adverse maternal and fetal outcomes.

It is currently estimated that as many as 18% of women in the US take medication for NVP [13]. In a prior study of 254 women with HG, subjects were treated with intravenous fluids for HG; the most common antiemetic treatments were ondansetron (79%), promethazine (73%), and metoclopramide (55%). The self-reported effectiveness in relieving symptoms was approximately 50% for ondansetron, with less than 20% reporting promethazine was effective, and less than 10% reporting metoclopramide was effective [14]. As these results are based on self-reports, it is necessary to collect clinical data on patients with HG to confirm symptom improvement following treatment. A recent Cochrane review finds there is insufficient data on the efficacy of any medications used to treat HG, confirming the need for improving data collection in this area to be able to improve treatment efficacy and quality of care for patients with HG [15]. An accurate tool that uniformly collects data on a patient’s symptoms and treatment effectiveness in real time is needed to measure medication effectiveness such that patients and providers can observe if symptoms are improving.

To address this unmet need, we have developed the HG Care App to collect clinical data on symptoms, treatments, and outcomes of patients with HG daily. Furthermore, the App was developed to allow providers to review and adjust treatment according to the individual patient's needs, improve communication between patients and their caretakers, and alert patients to concerning changes such as weight loss or dehydration that may necessitate immediate care. This study was performed to determine the success of the App in defining symptom levels, improving communication with healthcare providers, and improving overall quality of care as well as identifying areas for improvement.

Methods

HG Care App [16]

For HG patients, the App functions to track medication, food, fluid, and vitamin intake; symptoms including nausea, vomiting, retching, urination, bowel movements, and weight; and changes in NVP levels using the PUQE Score [17] in addition to other factors related to patient health and wellbeing in real time and calculates a HyperEmesis Level Prediction (HELP) score. The HELP score contains all the elements of the validated PUQE Score but also includes items such as medication and food intake and tolerance, urination frequency, psychosocial functioning, and weight, in order to better assess antiemetic effectiveness in improving symptoms of dehydration, starvation, debility, and weight loss, which are characteristic of HG. Additionally, Google Analytics was used to track the number of times patients used the “Share Report” function within the insight page to share or print the report for their care provider.

Participants

Between September-December, 2017, University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) patients with severe NVP and HG were invited to test the HG Care App at a prenatal care appointment by their obstetrician, or were recruited by social media via posts on the UCLA Health website at https://connect.uclahealth.org/2017/10/10/researchers-testing-new-app-to-help-track-extreme-morning-sickness-during-pregnancy/ and the Hyperemesis Education and Research (HER) Foundation facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/HERFoundation/. The HER Foundation is the largest foundation for support, education, and research regarding hyperemesis gravidarum in the United States. Those who were interested in using the HG Care App contacted the study coordinator and were screened to determine whether they had an iPhone and symptoms of severe NVP or HG. Pregnant women who met these criteria were given instructions to download the iPhone App.

Procedure

After being prompted to download the HG Care App on their iPhone, patients were asked to: 1) use the App daily for 7 days
prior to next provider visit 2) print 2 copies of the report (insight page) within 24 hours of provider visit 3) fill out/sign App success survey at appointment, and ask their provider to do so as well, and 4) return signed survey(s) via scan/email or online survey to researchers.

Daily App use included completing the “Symptoms” section of the App (Figure 1A). Patients were also instructed to complete prescribed and self-care behaviors within the “Care” section (Figure 1B). Patients were given a completion status at the top of each data submission page to encourage and remind completion of timely reports. All recorded elements in the App were chronologically separated by days of the week. “Insight” pages that users brought to their prenatal visit included a summary of all self-reported data for physicians and patients to review together, including graphical summaries charting symptoms versus medication usage, food and fluid intake, and weight (Figure 1C). The Insight pages also provided suggestions given to the patient in the form of alerts based on data collected such as talking to your provider about getting thiamin if unable to keep food and vitamins down. After a patient utilized the “Share Report” function within the insight page, Google Analytics recorded the event as well as the number of unique users that utilized this function.

Feedback from both patient and provider on the App’s effectiveness for defining symptom level, improving communication, and improving treatment of HG was recorded at the prenatal visit. Patients and providers were asked to answer the following questions “1) Did you find the App accurate in defining symptom level? 2) Did you find the App useful in improving communication? And 3) Did you find the App useful in improving care?” with the possible answers as “Yes, maybe, no, or not sure.” Both parties were also given an optional free response section to suggest necessary App improvements. Responses to these four questions were collected and analyzed to determine the App’s success in improving treatment of HG, and to identify areas for improvement.

During the study period, 339 patients were invited to use the App, and 96 (28.32%) installed the HG Care App (Figure 2). Of the 96 patients who installed the App, 92 (95.83%) had at least one app session—defined as opening and closing the App, and 60 (62.50%) had 7 or more sessions, thereby completing the task.
to input data for 1 week leading up to their next prenatal appointment. Thirty-six of the 60 patients who inputted data for 7 or more sessions (60%) completed the feedback survey. Among the 60 patients who had a minimum of 7 sessions, the average user had 34.5 sessions, with a range between 7 and 178 sessions. According to data provided by Google Analytics for Firebase for recording app usage and user engagement statistics, 24 unique users utilized the “Share Report” feature 82 times cumulatively from September-December, 2017, for an average of 3.4 shares per user. Demographic data of participants was not collected. Thirty-three patients (91.67%) responded “Yes” to finding the App accurate in defining symptom levels. 1 patient responded “Maybe,” 1 responded “No,” and 1 responded “Unsure” (Figure 3). Six provider responses were collected. All 6 of the providers who filled out the survey answered “Yes” to finding the App accurate in defining symptom levels (Figure 3).
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**Figure 2:** Flow of study participation.
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**Figure 3:** Graph showing percentage of “Yes” responses to survey questions following provider visit. Percentage of 36 patients (and 6 providers) who completed 7 days of data input and reviewed insight page with provider that responded “Yes” to survey questions. Questions were as follows: “1. Did you find the App accurate in defining symptom level? 2. Did you find the App useful in improving communication? 3. Did you find the App useful in improving care?”
When asked if they found the App was useful in improving communication, 24 patients (66.67%) responded “Yes,” 3 patients responded “Maybe,” 3 responded “No,” and 6 responded as “Unsure.” All 6 providers found the App was useful in improving communication.

Finally, 22 patients (61.11%) responded “Yes” to finding the App useful in improving care. 6 patients responded “Maybe,” 6 responded “No,” and 2 responded as “Unsure.” Four providers found the App useful in improving care, 1 responded “Maybe,” and I responded “Unsure.”

Following standard questions, patients and providers were prompted to give open-ended feedback to improve future versions of the HG Care App. The most frequent comment, made by 8 patients, was that the App was tedious and/or difficult to fill out, especially on days when they were most ill. Other frequent comments in the feedback portion of the survey involved appreciating being able to view areas of improvement (6 patients), addressing where further changes need to be made (6 patients), and having an easier time explaining symptoms to their provider (3 patients). Common suggestions for future updates included: adding a feature to add one-time medication (5 patients), adding ability to track hospitalization and/or ER care (3 patients), and having the App track and alert based on trends rather than day-to-day comparisons (3 patients).

Discussion

This is the first study of an application developed specifically for HG care, to the best of our knowledge. The data shows that the majority of patients and providers are proponents of using the HG Care App for accurately defining symptom levels and improving quality of care and communication. Tracking symptoms, medication taken, and other markers daily through the HG Care App may serve as a valuable tool in the treatment of HG.

Patient feedback does indicate that there is room for improvement for the App.

Addressing features and requests frequently submitted by users within the open-ended feedback portion of the survey may further increase positive responses to surveys from patients and encourage patients to continue to input data daily. Future versions also aim to integrate with popular electronic health record systems so data can be reviewed by healthcare providers more efficiently as well.

However, it is difficult to predict whether these patient-suggested improvements would increase positive responses—or responses in general—from providers. Approximately one-third of HG patients describe their providers as “uncaring” or “did not understand how sick they were” [11]. This attitude is a common problem for patients with HG, and was an impetus for creating the App—having an uncaring provider is a major indicator for therapeutic termination of planned pregnancies due to HG [11]. In addition, providers are often busy with other patients, or do not have a thorough understanding of HG or enthusiasm about mobile healthcare. These are often limitations that are out of the control of researchers, but there is hope that incoming healthcare providers will convey more enthusiasm and/or understanding of technology and mobile healthcare’s effectiveness in both managing and treating HG, and in healthcare in general [18]. Still, most participants found the App accurate in defining symptom levels, so if used universally by researchers, it may be able to resolve many of the issues in the aforementioned Cochrane review such as: enhanced analyses on medication effectiveness, the need for more studies on HG, improved data collection, and a tool to provide uniformity between different research studies.

The patient-submitted data on symptoms, weight, and other personal qualities were automatically integrated into the HELP Score within the App. Within the insight tab, HELP Scores were tracked against treatment for an overview of treatment efficacy, which could be used to determine if changes in treatment should be considered. Such data-collection can be used in future studies of medication effectiveness and in the development of treatment algorithms for improvement of both treatment and outcomes.

However, patient demographic data was not collected as part of the study. In addition, the study was restricted to iPhone users who were voluntary participants recruited through UCLA and/or social media postings, primarily a HER Foundation Facebook group. These stand as limitations to the study, as we are unable to conclude if the results of the experiment can be generalized to a larger patient population of women with HG or severe NVP.

Finally, it is important to clarify apparent incongruence in the data provided by Google Analytics and the final number of completed surveys. According to Google Analytics, 24 participants used the “Share Report” feature, while 36 total surveys were completed. This may be that a handful of users did not use the “Share Report” feature, opting instead to show their providers the insight page as it appears on their mobile phones.

Conclusion

Few, if any, mobile apps have been developed to improve care, communication, and treatment of HG. Mobile-healthcare is a rapidly emerging sub-field within healthcare, and mobile apps have potential to be valuable tools towards treating HG and severe NVP as they are with other illnesses. The feedback received from patients using the HG Care App shows great promise, but improvements can still be made to help both patients and providers. In the future, it would be beneficial to develop an Android version of the HG Care App, as well as gather data on patient demographics to be able to generalize experimental conclusions. Additionally, the effectiveness of medications and changes in care made based on App data collection should be evaluated in future studies. Finally, a study to determine whether the HG Care App is effective in reducing rehospitalization would be beneficial in further evaluating its utility in a clinical setting.
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